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Abstract

The deployment of Renewable Energy Sources (RES) is driving modern power

systems towards a fundamental green transition. In this regard, there is a need

to develop models to accurately capture the variability of wind and solar pho-

tovoltaic (PV) power, at different geographical and temporal scales. This paper

presents a general methodology based on meteorological reanalysis techniques

allowing to simulate aggregated RES time series over large geographical areas.

It also introduces a novel PV conversion approach based on aggregated power

curves in order to capture the uncertainty associated to the technical charac-

teristics of individual installations spread across large regions. The proposed

methodology is validated using actual power data in Europe and can be applied

to represent intermittent generation in network development plans, reliability

and market studies, as well as operational guidelines.

Keywords: Large-scale integration, Renewable energy sources,

Solar power, Wind power

1. Introduction

Renewable energy sources (RES) have experienced a rapid growth over the

last decades. Consequently, solar and wind generation already cover a signif-

icant amount of the electrical demand in several countries around the world.

∗Corresponding author: ednu@dtu.dk
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Furthermore, the reduction in the levelized cost of energy (LCOE) following5

the technology readiness level together with a climate of increasing environ-

mental concerns clearly suggest that green energy will play a much bigger role

in the future. RES have a limited predictability from the power system per-

spective, which represents a major difference compared to conventional CO2-

based generation technologies. Policy makers, system operators and planners10

have raised concerns that higher penetration of RES might significantly affect

the operation of future power systems; justifying the need to properly address

intermittent generation in network development plans, reliability and market

studies, as well as operational guidelines. Both wind and solar generation are

driven by a common meteorological process and consequently their temporal15

and spatial inter-relations at different time scales need to be captured. In addi-

tion, it is important to see renewable generation as a global phenomena rather

than a country-specific issue. For example, the degree of interconnection in

Europe has significantly increased over the last decades towards achieving a

common European electricity market. Moreover, the role of organizations such20

as the European Network of Transmission System Operators (ENTSO-E) and

the Council of European Energy Regulators (CEER) has bettered the cooper-

ation between individual Transmission System Operators (TSOs) and Market

Operators (MOs). Hence, from a system planning perspective, Europe can be

seen as a single transcontinental power system.25

The long–term planning of the transcontinental European power system, as

in the Ten Years Network Development Plan published biannual by ENTSO-

E, requires data about the expected hourly energy production from renewable

sources, necessary to estimate the expected cross-border flows. In this regard,30

there is an increasing interest to study the characteristics of renewable energy

production over large areas and to develop models to reproduce these proper-

ties. Both spatial and temporal characteristics of wind generation were studied

in [1] and [2], using historical data from the United States and Europe respec-

tively. Similarly, [3] analysed the correlation between wind and solar generation35
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in Sweden. In addition, meteorological reanalysis techniques have proven to

be a powerful tool to generate plausible past states of the atmosphere across

large geographical areas over time. This meteorological information can be then

used to perform country-wise simulations of wind power generation [4, 5], solar

generation [6] as well as both wind and solar power across Europe [7]. This40

work aims at presenting a detailed methodology to generate hourly time series

of aggregated wind and solar at the country level. The main contributions of the

paper are twofold. Firstly to present a novel data–driven solar PV conversion

model based on the concept of aggregated power curves. Secondly, to apply it to

generate joint wind and solar time series over a large transcontinental system.45

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the meteorological model

which lays the groundwork for this paper. The methods used to transform these

weather variables into electrical power are detailed in section 3. Input data are

briefly summarized in section 4 and validation results are presented in section 5.

Finally, section 6 summarizes the main findings of this work, along with some50

concluding remarks.

2. The meteorological model

Wind and solar generation mainly depend on the current wind speeds and

solar radiation. Therefore, the first step in our model is to derive the weather

conditions at mesoscale level. The time series of meteorological input fields55

were produced by dynamical downscaling, which is a method for obtaining

high-resolution climate or climate change information from relatively coarse-

resolution global general circulation models or reanalysis. We used the mesoscale

downscaling method presented in [8], [9] to generate time series of wind speed

and other meteorological fields for Europe and Northern Africa. It uses the60

Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) [10] model, an open-source widely

used mesoscale modelling system. The details of the simulation are given in Ta-

ble 1 whereas Table 2 gives details of the time series. The simulations performed

here were similar to those used in the generation of the Numerical Wind Atlas

3
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of South Africa [11]. The WRF model was integrated within three domains65

shown in Figure 1, namely North, South Europe and North Africa. Each was

configured with an outer and inner domain of 30 km and 10 km grid spacing. A

similar method for deriving time series was used and verified in [8] and [9]. Ini-

Figure 1: Model domain configuration used in the WRF model simulations. Countries in blue

use WRF data from the Northern domain. Countries in yellow and green use WRF data from

the Southern domain.

tial, boundary and grids for nudging the WRF simulations are supplied by the

ERA Interim Reanalysis [12] at approximately 0.7◦×0.7◦ latitude vs. longitude70

grid spacing. We used a three-dimensional analysis nudging method, whereby

the atmospheric model was nudged towards time- and space-interpolated anal-

yses using a point-by-point relaxation term. Sea surface temperatures (SSTs)

at a horizontal resolution of 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ latitude vs. longitude [13] was also

used in the simulations.75
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Table 1: Model characteristics

Model Setup

WRF version 3.7.1

Northern domain Polar stereographic projection

Southern domain Lambert conformal projection

Vertical levels 41 with model top at 50 hPa

Land classification blended CORINE (Europe) and MODIS

Simulation Setup

Initial boundary

conditions &

nudging

ERA-Interim Reanalysis

Runs initialization 00:00 UTC every 10 days

Integration 11 days. First 24 hours disregarded

Updates NCEP OISST & sea-ice (daily)

One-way nested

domains
5-grid point nudging zone

Spectral grid

nudging

above the planetary boundary layer

(PBL)

The time series of meteorological fields were derived directly from the out-

put of the WRF model simulations. The various data are further described

in Table 2. To obtain the values at the desired height (i.e. 100 m), wind

speeds were interpolated from neighbouring model levels using a logarithmic

weighing as described in [9]. We used the version 3.7.1 of the WRF model (re-80

leased on August 2015) to take advantage of new advances in parametrizations

for radiation and cloud processes. Also, this latest version includes updated

output fields for direct and diffuse irradiance and cloud fraction. We selected a

RRTMG scheme for long-wave and short-wave radiation and modelled precipita-

tion using a WRF Single-Moment 5-class scheme using the Kain-Fritsch cumulus85

parametrization. The Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL) was parametrized using

a Mellor-Yamada-Jancic scheme [14]. In addition, we selected a simple diffusion

model (option 1) with 2D deformation (option 4), 6th order positive definite

5
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numerical diffusion (option 2) and vertical damping. Both moisture and scalars

were parametrized using the positive definite advection scheme. The physical90

parametrizations were chosen according to the sensitivity experiments in [9]

and other (unpublished) wind atlas reports. The choices related to the solar

radiation calculations were based on Jimenez et al (2015) [15].

Table 2: Meteorological data summary

Variable Units Height (AGL)

Wind speed1,3 m/s 100 m

Air temperature1,3 ◦C 2 m

City air temperature2,3 ◦C 2 m

Population weighted temperature1,4 ◦C 2 m

Global horizontal irradiance1,3 W/m2 Surface

Average cloud cover1,3,5 Okta Medium and low clouds

Notes: node averaged 1 , closest grid point 2 , hourly averaged 3 , pop-

ulation density used for area averaged 4 , maximum random overlap 5

Simulated WRF wind speeds have been validated for different locations in

Scandinavia. A summary can be found in reference [9]. Furthermore, we con-95

ducted some initial comparisons between the solar radiation simulations and

different measurement stations in Germany. A more detailed report has been

attached as additional material to the paper. The WRF runs were used as in-

puts for calculating the onshore, offshore wind and PV load factors. These are

further described in what follows.100

3. Power conversion models

The environmental variables derived from the meteorological model had to

be translated into electrical power. We aimed at simulating the annual and

seasonal production for each technology, which essentially required matching

the real capacity factor. For a given technology k, the capacity factor for the

year i can be defined as the ratio between the actual energy produced and the

6
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maximum possible output, corresponding to all plants generating their nominal

power:

Ci,k =
1

8760

8760∑
t=1

Et,i,k
Pt,i,k

(1)

where Et,i,k is the power produced by technology k at hour t of year i and Pt,i,k

corresponds to the total nominal installed capacity of technology k at hour t

of year i. In practice, it is not always possible to monitor the hourly installed

capacity for each specific technology. Thus, eq. (1) can be approximated as:

Ci,k =

∑
Et,i,k

|Pi,k − Pi−1,k|, ·0.5 · 8760
(2)

where Pi,k is the total nominal capacity of technology k at the end of year i and

Pi−1,k is the nominal capacity at the end of the previous year i.e. i − 1. The

overall time series generation process is presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Schematic diagram for the PV power and wind power time series generator. WPP

stands for wind power plant and WRF for the weather research and forecasting model. The

underlying meteorological phenomena are captured using a single model, which guarantees

that the true correlations between generated wind and solar power are preserved.

3.1. Wind to power105

The wind to power conversion model is based on a power curve, which is

a static representation of the wind turbine electric power output as a function

of the hub height wind speed [16]. With such a curve, turbine power output

7
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and energy production can be calculated without detailed knowledge of turbine

operations and its control schemes. Individual wind turbine power curves are110

published and certified by wind turbine manufacturers, but equivalent power

curves can be used to calculate the total wind power production over larger

areas. The proposed regional power curve takes into account the geographical

smoothing, the availability of wind power and the wind turbine technology [16]

and [17]. For the latter, the wind turbine technology was split into stall (older)115

and pitch-controlled (newer) wind turbines. Consequently, it was possible to

make different assumptions on the wind power technology mix for each country

node. As a rule of thumb, countries with more recent wind power development

are considered to have a larger fraction of pitch-controlled wind turbines. There-

fore, a technology mix factor, expressing the estimated ratio between stall and120

pitch-controlled wind turbines was allocated to each given MetCell. In general,

wind turbines shut down under high wind speed conditions to prevent mechan-

ical damage. In our model, we incorporated the so-called storm control [17],

which also avoids consecutive shut-downs and start-ups via a hysteresis loop

[16].125

3.2. Solar to power

The efficiency of PV modules can vary significantly across large geographical

regions [18]. As pointed out in [19], it is challenging to use classical physical

PV performance models of panels [20] and converters [21] to model Solar PV

at a TSO level. Nonetheless, an optimization routine is proposed in [6] in order130

to estimate different parameters such as self-consumption, orientation and in-

clination of the panels, shading, converter and temperature losses. In general,

the methods found in literature require detailed data and measurements which

are not usually available for large geographical regions e.g. Europe. Alterna-

tively, a performance model approach was chosen in this work. The method was135

developed aiming to make full use of the available weather data time series as

well as historical aggregated PV generation data. The main objective was to

define a reference panel for each area/country, with a fixed optimal orientation

8
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and inclination matching historical PV power time series. As an initial step, the

Geometrical angle of incidence (AoI) model block in Figure 2 calculates time se-140

ries of angle(s) of incidence for the given panel orientation(s) and inclination(s),

taking into account the variations in azimuth and elevation angles of the sun.

We assumed the solar geometry at the middle of each hour as representative

of the corresponding hour of the year. Next, the Irradiance projection model

calculates a global effective irradiance for each combination of orientation and145

inclination; adding the contributions of direct irradiation and the diffuse and

Albedo (reflected) components, both independent on the AoI. Generally, most of

the PV generation facilities at the power system area level correspond to small

installations spread across the whole region. When possible, we used publicly

available records to estimate the spatial aggregation of PV generators and simi-150

larly to the process described in section 3.1, only the meteorological information

of the WRF points with associated installed capacity was extracted. The PV

plant performance model matches the quantiles of the effective irradiance over

a region to the corresponding quantile of the generated power, normalized by

the maximum capacity of the area. Conceptually, it resembles a conventional155

wind power curve i.e. a function mapping a given meteorological variable to

the power output. However, data regarding the technical specifications of the

panels e.g. orientation, inclination, technology, etc. are rarely available; which

hinders the calculation of the total effective irradiation over the studied area.

Assuming that all the installations inside a given area have the same charac-160

teristics, the uncertainty associated to the orientations and inclinations of each

individual panel can be handled by using several scenarios; each corresponding

to a different combination of tilt and azimuth angles. Figure 3 illustrates several

examples of PV power curves. Let P be a set of empirical power curves and pi

the power curve corresponding to the i−th scenario i.e. pi ∈ P. The grey lines165

represent the original cloud of 28 scenario power curves, each corresponding to

a combination of panel orientation and inclination.

Even though each possible scenario translates into a different effective irradi-

ance, the measured power is unique. This fact explains the various shapes

9
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Figure 3: Aggregated power curves (in blue) for two regions: Bremen and Lower Saxony,

Germany (left) and Murcia, Spain (right). The grey lines correspond to the initial cloud of

empirical power curves matching the quantiles of the measurements and the quantiles of the

effective irradiance associated to each combination of tilt and azimuth angles. The weighted

scenario is represented by a black dashed line and the fit corresponding to the (true) final

power curve is depicted in blue.

obtained. In general, the true power curve describing the relationship between

the (true) averaged effective irradiation and the total power output, Ptrue (rep-

resented by a dashed black line in Figure 3), would correspond to a combination

of the N different scenario power curves:

Ptrue =

N∑
i=1

ωi · pi, ∀p ∈ P, ∀ω ∈ W (3)

where pi is the power curve and weight associated to the specific i−th scenario

and W is a set of weighting factors. We performed an ordinary least squares

regression on the estimated power for each scenario against the actual power170

measurements in order to calculate the set of weights W that minimized the

difference to actual annual capacity factor. We did not consider an intercept

term and constrained all coefficients to be non-negative. The empirical weight-

ing factors can be seen as an estimate of the mean inclination and orientation

of the panels inside a given area and their interpretation is straightforward: the175

higher the weight for a specific combination, the closer it would be to the real

distribution of orientations and inclinations of the panels. For example, Table

10
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Table 3: Scenario weights for two European regions

Scenario Bremen & L. Saxony Murcia

South – 30◦ 0.2715 0.8523

South – 45◦ 0.4267 -

North – 45◦ - 0.0097

West – 90◦ 0.0491 0.0472

North – 90◦ 0.2153 0.0912

East – 90◦ 0.0857 0.0804

3 summarizes the weights corresponding to the different scenarios presented in

Figure 3. Once the set of weights ωi ∈ W has been defined, it is possible to

reproduce Ptrue which can be fitted using a linear function i.e. blue line in180

Figure 3. This linearity assumption relies on the intrinsic radiation–to–power

conversion mechanism. Besides, we found that a high–order polynomial fit did

not bring any significant advantage. The module temperature is a variable that

might affect this idea relationship. However, empirical evidence showed that at

this level of spatial aggregation, all the non-ideal effects are captured by the185

slope of the curve. Besides, using a linear model facilitates the aggregation of

regional power curves, since the different slopes can be weighted according to

their installed capacity. The process can be summarized as follows:

Step 1 – Combine each PV location to the lowest level of aggregation and ag-

gregate them to the closest meteorological point.190

Step 2 – Calculate the empirical power curves corresponding to each tilt-azimuth

combination and obtain their linear approximations p ∈ P.

Step 3 – Apply the power curves from (2) to simulate the annual PV power for

each scenario.

Step 4 – Obtain the set of weighting factorsW by performing a linear regression195

on the power scenarios (3) in order to minimize the error on the actual

11
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energy yield. Constrained the parameters to be non-negative:

i.e. ω > 0 ∀, ω ∈ W.

Step 5 – Use the set of weights obtained in (4) to calculate the true averaged

effective irradiance for that region.200

Step 6 – Derive the empirical true power curve by matching the quantiles of the

effective irradiance from (5) to the quantiles of the measurements and

approximate it using a linear function Ptrue.

The spatial resolution of the model is limited by the available PV power mea-

surements. When regional data are available, an average aggregated power205

curve per country can be obtained by weighting each regional power curve by

its installed capacity.

4. Input data

We used different inputs to the model besides the meteorological reanalysis

data detailed in Section 2. We selected 2014 as a representative year to charac-210

terize the spatial distribution of the wind generation fleet combining the infor-

mation from DTU Wind’s internal database, data from www.thewindpower.net

and annual statistics from the European Wind Energy Association (EWEA).

The approximate distribution of PV installations was derived based on the Eu-

ropean Photovoltaic Industry Association (EPIA) statistics, national energy215

agencies and regulators e.g. Bundesnetzagentur (Germany), Gestore dei Servizi

Energetici, GSE (Italy), Comisión Nacional de los Mercados y la Competencia,

CNMC (Spain), Commission wallonne pour l’Energie (CWaPE) and Vlaamse

Regulator van de Elektriciteits- en Gasmarkt VREG, (Belgium). The calibra-

tion and validation of the model outputs was performed combining hourly time220

series gathered from ENTSO-E’s transparency platform and Key Electricity Fig-

ures as well as data publicly available from the individual TSOs. We considered

39 different regional power curves, corresponding the NUTS2 [22] aggregation

12
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level in Spain and Belgium, the market node level in Italy and a combination

of NUTS2 and TSO division in Germany.225

5. Results and validation

The proposed model has two main objectives. First, to reproduce the inher-

ent variability of wind and solar generation. It corresponds to daily and seasonal

patterns, captured by the meteorological model. Additionally, the method has

to match the actual capacity factors per region, defined as the percentage of230

energy produced in a given area with respect to the maximum possible i.e. run-

ning at nominal capacity all the year. The choice of both wind and solar power

curves will largely affect this feature. In this work, we applied generic aggre-

gated wind power curves to model the wind-to-power conversion. Furthermore,

we used all the empirical data available prior to 2015 to estimate the solar sce-235

nario weights and the aggregated PV power curves. For the solar case, we left

the measurements from 2015 for validation. Note that these data correspond to

up–scaled power time series of PV generation aggregated per region and wind

power time series per country. There is no public information available regard-

ing the aggregation methodology, although it is a relatively common practice240

among European TSOs, specially when not all the individual facilities are mon-

itored e.g. roof–mounted solar PV. We focused on four main features during the

validation of the simulated time series: (a) seasonal daily patterns, (b) inter-

annual variation, (c) error distribution as well as the distributional properties,

autocorrelation functions. For comparison reasons, all the results through the245

paper are normalized to each area’s installed capacity. Hence, 1 indicates the

corresponding nominal power production.

5.1. Wind power

We applied two different wind power curves corresponding to the two most

common wind turbine technologies i.e. stall and pitch-controlled. The seasonal250

and diurnal patterns of the wind load factors were calculated and compared for

13
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Figure 4: Wind power seasonal average daily production in Spain (top row), Germany (middle

row) and Belgium (bottom row) in 2014. The full and dashed lines correspond to the historical

and simulated mean production respectively. The dotted line represents the 95th historical

percentile and the shaded blue area the 95th simulated percentile

several countries. In the following, the detailed results for Spain, Germany and

Belgium corresponding to three different climatic areas are presented. Figure

4 illustrates the daily evolution of the average wind production per season for

each country. On average, the model (dashed black line) was able to capture255

the behaviour of the actual wind production (black line) quite accurately. As

expected there was generally a clear difference in production between summer

and winter months, which was also reproduced by the model. We also looked

at extreme events, represented by the 95th quantile i.e. the value higher than

95% of the data. Despite the fact that the model replicated the production260

during spring, summer and autumn in the Spanish case quite accurately, the

simulated extreme results (blue area) tended to be higher than the historical

values (dotted line). This was expected since simulations are able to capture the

available wind resource and even though wind power plant (WPP) reliability

14
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Figure 5: Measured and simulated autocorrelation functions of wind power generation.

was considered, the specific curtailment strategies followed by the different TSOs265

were not included in the model. The impact of the installed capacity distribution

can be clearly observed. For example, Belgium has a much higher capacity factor

during winter and autumn compared to Spain and Germany since generators are

more geographically clustered. Furthermore, we did not observe any systematic

bias in the error throughout the day. Figure 5 shows the temporal structure of270

simulated and measured wind power time series. It can be seen that the model

successfully captured the high persistence observed in the actual data.

5.2. Solar power

In this section, the validation of the simulated solar generation for three

areas in Spain, Germany and Belgium in 2015 are presented. Figure 6 shows275

both measured and simulated seasonal daily profiles of solar generation. The

model clearly captured the PV power variability across the year. Moreover, it

was able to simulate extreme events accurately for all the seasons in Murcia and

Bremen and Lower Saxony, except for winter. As opposed to the simulated wind

series, the model under estimated the 95th percentile in Liege. Albeit no data280
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Figure 6: Solar power seasonal daily average production in Murcia, Spain (top row), Bremen

and Lower Saxony, Germany (middle row) and Liege, Belgium (bottom row). The full and

dashed lines represent the historical and simulated mean production. The dotted line and

shaded orange area represent the historical and simulated 95th percentile respectively

were available regarding the inclination and orientation of the panels inside each

area, the scenario approach closely matched the daily profile, proving the value

of the proposed methodology. PV generation presents a strong daily determin-

istic structure due to the Earth’s rotational movement. Hence, analysing the

temporal variations of the data can provide a better picture of their temporal285

structure than autocorrelation functions. Figure 7 illustrates the variation of

aggregated solar power per country for different time scales. The results are

presented as a per unit of the installed capacity in the region. Table 4 sum-

marizes some basic statistics of the model outputs: mean, standard deviation

(SD), minimum (min), maximum (max), mean absolute error (MAE), adjusted290

coefficient of variation R2 and correlation coefficient ρ . All the statistics are

presented in terms of capacity factors i.e. as a percentage of the installed capac-

ity, except for R2 and ρ which are dimensionless and measure the strength of

the linear dependence between measured and simulated series, where 100 cor-

respond to perfect linear dependence. Simulated results are presented between295
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Figure 7: Fluctuations of measured and simulated solar power capacity factor for different

time scales. Full lines represent measurements whilst dashed lines correspond to simulated

data.

parenthesis.

Table 4: Summary statistics for the validation year

Mean (%) SD (%) Min (%) Max (%) MAE (%) R2 ρ

Solar Power

Belgium 11.8 (11.2) 18.8 (16.4) 0 (0) 80.4 (60.0) 4.5 81.8 90.5

Germany 10.0 (11.2) 15.2 (16.2) 0 (0) 67.2 (59.8) 2.8 89.8 94.8

Italy 12.6 (15.0) 17.6 (20.2) 0 (0) 61.4 (69.4) 3.7 91.7 95.8

Spain 20.2 (20.0) 26.1 (27.2) 0 (0) 84.5 (87.5) 6.9 92.6 96.3

Wind power

Belgium 24.2 (30.1) 22.3 (27.3) 0 (0) 91.2 (95.0) 9.6 81.1 90.1

Germany 15.2 (17.2) 14.3 (16.6) 0 (0) 78.7 (87.3) 4.5 86.6 93.1

Italy 19.2 (18.6) 14.6 (16.7) 0.3 (0.2) 72.5 (88.7) 6.6 70.1 83.8

Spain 23.7 (23.9) 14.0 (15.2) 0.6 (0.6) 74.8 (81.8) 4.6 84.7 92.1
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5.3. Advantages of the model

The orientation and inclination of the PV panels have a significant influence

on the shape of the PV generation profile during the day. In large geographical

areas with large PV installed capacity, e.g. Europe, the number of installations300

can easily scale up to a few millions. Therefore, it is not possible to access

the complete technical information of all the individual PV panels. Generally,

a fixed tilt and orientation are assumed, based on the latitude of the location

and South (North) orientation if the panel is located in the Northern (South-

ern) hemisphere. For instance, 20◦ and south orientation was assumed to model305

the PV resource across Europe in [18]. Alternatively,[7] used different inclina-

tions and orientations for groups of panels in the area. The choice was based

on typical installation criteria and the ratio between rooftop and ground in-

stallations, although the final selection was not explained in detail. In [6], an

optimization routine was proposed in order to obtain an optimal orientation310

and inclination by comparing the simulations against measured data. In that

example, 45◦–south orientation was selected. In general, a single average orien-

tation and inclination become less representative as the size of the considered

area increases. In addition, they do not necessarily need to match the opti-

mal values when PV panels are integrated in pre–existing rooftops or fac
¯
ades.315

Consequently, deterministic approaches may not be able to successfully model

large–scale PV generation. One of the main advantages of the proposed solar

conversion methodology is the fact that it considers different combinations of

panel orientations and inclinations. Furthermore, they are derived directly from

aggregated data; without the need of prior assumptions. This translates into320

higher flexibility, which can lead to a more accurate representation of the PV

daily profile generation. For example, Figure 8 illustrates the daily average PV

generation profile in two different areas. Measured data (in blue) are compared

with two simulations: one corresponding to the proposed method (black line)

and another one assuming a single scenario for all the panels in each area e.g.325

south orientation, 30◦ tilt. In Germany, the aggregated PV curve approach

clearly improved the single scenario assumption, specially during the second
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Figure 8: Daily average profile of PV generation for the validation year. Measured data is

presented in blue, simulated data using the aggregated PV power curves is depicted in black

and the simulated data assuming south orientation and 30 degrees inclination inside the area

is drawn in dashed black lines.

half of the day. The proposed method also improved the accuracy of the sim-

ulations in Spain, although the difference was much smaller. This indicated

that the single scenario assumption was indeed a good initial approximation330

of the average inclination and orientation of the panels in the area as shown

in Table 3. However, as previously shown, this assumption might not hold for

various locations. Differences in the daily profile might not necessarily impact

the total capacity factor e.g. the same generation might just be slightly shifted

in time. Nonetheless, they can be extremely relevant for different applications335

such as the calculation of the net demand of the system, for which wind and

solar generation need to be combined with the electrical consumption.

5.4. Simulation results

The meteorological and power conversion models presented in Sections 2

and 3 respectively can be used to perform large–scale simulations. Since the use340
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of empirical power curves (see Figure 3) was limited to the regions for which

data were available, we assumed a single power curve for countries with similar

weather characteristics, as illustrated in Figure 9. The differences in the slopes

relate to the availability of the solar resource as well as the distribution of in-

clination and orientation angles of the panels across the area. For instance, for345

the same effective irradiance level, the panels located in Spain will produce less

normalized power than those situated in Belgium or Germany, just due to the

fact that they generally receive much more irradiation over the year. Therefore,

the maximum theoretical production would be reached at an average effective ir-

radiance higher than 1, 000 W/m2. Considering that the solar radiation in Italy350

resembles the one found in Spain, the differences in the power curves might

be due to the internal geographical distribution of the panels. In this specific

case, the installed capacity in Italy is approximately 3.5 times higher than in

Spain and the panels are smaller and more evenly distributed across the whole

country. This fact increases the aggregated efficiency e.g. the maximum pro-
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Figure 9: Aggregated power curves for different European countries

355

duction is achieved at a much lower mean effective irradiance. In practice, not

all the PV generation capacity will be fully utilized instantaneously; hence the

measured historical maxima during the calibration set are represented by red
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marks in Figure 9. The results in terms of capacity factors of a wind and solar

scenario year for Europe are presented in Figure 10. As expected, wind and360

solar potentials are unevenly distributed across the continent. North European

countries present generally larger wind capacity factors due to excellent quality

of the wind resource. However, there are some specific results that may seem

counter-intuitive at first and hence require some clarification. Specific coun-

tries e.g. Slovakia, Croatia or Macedonia presented significantly large capacity365

factors. This fact, nonetheless, is related to the current level of wind power

Figure 10: Annual simulated capacity factors for different European countries in 2015 for wind

generation (left) and PV power production (right)

development in those regions rather than to the wind resource in itself. Under

an early-stage wind power deployment, the installed capacity tends to be con-

centrated within a few wind farms, generally placed in areas with favourable

wind resource. Therefore, the total capacity factor will be greater compared to370

those in which the wind fleet is spread over a large area. For example, northern

Germany shows a exceptional wind potential, although having a much larger

installed capacity spread across other locations across the country lowers its

total wind capacity factor. With respect to solar generation, south European

and north African countries showed significantly higher solar capacity factors375

due to a better yearly irradiation. Similarly to wind, solar capacity factors
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should be seen as a measure of efficiency rather than a measure of the total

generated power. For example, even though the solar PV installed capacity in

Germany is approximately ten times higher than in Spain, its solar capacity

factor is much smaller due to the poorer meteorological resource available. In
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Figure 11: Errors in simulated PV and wind capacity factors for the calibration year

380

order to validate the model spatially, Figure 11 presents the errors in the simu-

lated capacity factors for the calibration year, based on annual production and

installed capacities reported by eurostat. Wind capacity factors were matched

very well. On the other hand, solar capacity factors showed a higher dispersion,

due to the uncertainty associated to the data i.e. PV locations, inclinations385

and orientations. Nonetheless, the model proved to performed quite accurately.

These results can also be used to reproduce the long-term inter annual variabil-

ity in renewable generation. As an example, Figure 12 shows the box plots of

the simulated monthly capacity factor in Ireland and Hungary using 30 years

of meteorological information (1985-2015). In both cases, there is a clear yearly390

profile leading to higher wind production during winter months. However, there
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Figure 12: Distribution of the monthly capacity factor in two European countries based on

30 years of simulations

is a significant difference between the wind resource in both countries, which

translates not only into a much higher potential production in Ireland, but also

a much higher monthly and inter–annual variability.

6. Conclusion395

Wind and power generators are expected to play a dominant role in modern

power systems; however, their dependence on weather represents a fundamental

difference compared to the conventional power generation methods. Therefore,

there is a need to develop models to capture their variability at different geo-

graphical and temporal scales. In this paper, we addressed the problem of sim-400

ulating wind and solar generation over large transcontinental areas. We based

our analyses on meteorological reanalysis techniques using the Weather Research

and Forecasting (WRF) model. Subsequently, we obtained the power production

via aggregated power curves; mapping the meteorological variables to electrical

power. They represent a well-known technique in wind power modelling, how-405

ever, the limited information and uncertainties associated to large-scale solar

generation e.g. location, orientation and inclination of the panels, called for a

more specific methodology. We proposed a performance model approach, which

required the definition of a reference panel for each area with a fixed optimal
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orientation and inclination matching historical PV series. We considered various410

scenarios, each corresponding to a single combination of orientation and incli-

nation angles for all the panels inside a given area. Subsequently, we obtained

a weight for each individual scenario in order to minimize the difference with

respect to the measured annual capacity factor. These weights allow calculating

the effective irradiance over an area which can be then used to define a linear415

aggregated power curve. We validated the simulated time series using one year

of actual power measurements, focusing on the average daily performance of

the model in different seasons for different climatic areas. The results showed a

close match of the average daily profile, although in some cases the model over-

estimated the extreme events, represented by the 95th percentile of the data.420

These discrepancies can be explained through the fact that our model repro-

duces the total available power, which might sometimes not be fully utilized due

to network congestion or each individual TSO policies. Furthermore, we illus-

trated how the proposed methodology can be used to generate annual capacity

factor maps over large continental regions covering different climatic areas as425

well as to capture both inter-annual and intra-annual variability of renewable

generation. We believe that this information can serve to significantly improve

network development plans, adequacy and market and renewable integration

studies, therefore facilitating the future transition towards a more sustainable

power grid.430
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Manuscript highlights 

• Sound methodology to generate large-scale renewable generation time series based on 
meteorological reanalysis data. 

• Proposed a novel PV power conversion method based on aggregated power curves. 
• Simulated 35 years of hourly wind and PV generation at the pan-European level. 
• Results validated for different climatic areas using data from Transmission System Operators 

(TSOs). 

 

 

 

 


